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About us

OUR PROJETS

OPENING
SPRING 2020

Steel

Part of the major project to redevelop the
main entrance to the city of Saint-Etienne (led
by Epase), Steel will be a leading concept on
an urban, commercial and experiential level.
It enjoys emblematic architecture and design
(by SUD Architectes, Atelier Rivat and Studio
Briand & Berthereau), and which includes a
spectacular spaceframe roof inspired by local
identity markers. Steel will offer a merchandising mix structured around powerful brands
in home/ DIY, sport and leisure, family equipment, restaurants as well as a generous customer experience with 37,000 sqm of green
space. Steel is part of an exacting approach
to sustainable development; soft mobility and
biodiversity will be promoted there

Surface: 70,000 sqm
70 shops and restaurants
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Neyrpic will be a hybrid, experiential and energising
location where shops, leisure, sports and nature
will be intrinsically linked. For this redevelopment
of a jewel of Saint-Martin d’Hères’ industry, the
architect, Maison Édouard François, has designed
architecture that is both creative and respectful of
the location’s history. The project will be structured
around an outdoor esplanade which will host leisure facilities and play areas, terraces and events.
For Neyrpic, Apsys has designed generous public
spaces, a creative programme (brands new to the
city, a leisure offer, local shops, concepts led by local
businesses, a unique and highly innovative range of
restaurants, coupled with a co-working space, creative spaces, a community room etc.), many services
and happenings! Neyrpic will be exemplary when
it comes to sustainable development (solar panels
on the roof, natural cooling systems thanks to the
historic saw-tooth roof, reused rainwater etc.).

Floor surface: 49,950 sqm
115 retail outlets and restaurants
Provisional opening: 2022

Bordeaux
Saint-Jean
An “urban haute-couture” project, Bordeaux Saint-Jean
aims to create a new urban ideal close to the station:
an inclusive, lively and virtuous quarter that anticipates
new uses, bringing together different functions (housing, offices, hotels, services and shops) and developing
numerous spaces for living and sharing. Designed by
Maison Édouard Francois, the project’s architecture, both
bold and respectful of Bordeaux’s soul, is making a powerful and prolific gesture: the creation of a meridian that
links the station to the Garonne river and extends the
experience of the docks. The programme will be adapted
to new uses, particularly with the showcasing of local talents. Greenery and water will be there in abundance and
will make the quarter an oasis of freshness. Bordeaux
Saint-Jean will be a precursor of the city and ways of life
of tomorrow.

Surface: 70,000 sqm including 45,000 sqm of
retail space and 25,000 sqm of housing, office
space and hotels - Provisional opening: 2023

10, Solférino
An historic location, a mythical address, an iconic project, a unique experience: the former headquarters of
the French Socialist Party will experience a real transformation. The Jean-Paul Viguier architectural agency will be
developing prestigious offices in this private eighteenth
century mansion - a place with real heritage value and
a unique history. It will bring out the original character
of this complex, which will accommodate exceptional
offices, 100% connected and with plenty of communication spaces. The sense of detail and the taste for innovation dear to Apsys applied to offices!

Surface: 3,323 sqm
delivery date: 2021

OUR ASSETS

Solférino

Projects
Assets

Eden
The latest Apsys creation to open, (september 2019)
Eden, located in Seine-et-Marne, is a green pedestrian
promenade. Eden combines the pleasures of shopping and leisure in a warm and friendly environment,
summed up by the term “fun cocoon”. Visitors can
enjoy superb, modestly-scaled architecture (by L35),
a generous visitor’s experience (10,000 sqm of green
space, welcoming playgrounds and relaxation spaces
with a wide range of services) and a shopping offer
of 53 stores structured around four pillars: pleasure
shopping, leisure (Kinepolis cinema, Speed Park etc.),
food and numerous local amenities.

Key figures: 35,000 sqm GLA
53 shops and restaurants

Beaugrenelle
Since opening in October 2013, Beaugrenelle has established itself as Paris’s unmissable, stylish, premium shopping address, for Parisians and tourists alike. Located on the banks of the Seine, just a
stone’s throw from the Eiffel Tower, Beaugrenelle is home to an exceptional collection of brands, as well
as an ever-evolving range of pop-up stores. A cosy and arty place, Beaugrenelle offers a generous experience enjoying carefully thought-out details, as well as a rich event, artistic and cultural programme
that makes it a real treasure trove of discovery and emotion. The architecture of this exceptional place,
which has transformed the Front de Seine quarter, has been designed by Valode & Pistre.
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Surface: 50,000 sqm GLA
120 shops and restaurants
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Numerous awards, including the ICSC Best European Shopping Centre Award (2015)

Vill’Up
Within the unique surrounding of the Cité des
sciences et de l’industrie, Vill’Up combines spectacular leisure activities (IFLY skydiving tube
which recreates the sensations of a parachute
jump, a 2,900 seater Pathé cinema packed with
innovations...), a generous restaurant offering
(restaurants and snack stops) and quirky and creative shopping (including the 3,700 sqm Cultura
Parisian flagship). All in a “happy loft” atmosphere
highly inspired by the spirit and the effervescence
of Eastern Paris and La Villette.

Surface: 24,000 sqm GLA
50 shops and restaurants

Muse
Located in front of the Centre PompidouMetz and the station, next to the future
Starck hotel and a few minutes’ walk from
Metz’s historic city-centre, Muse, the cornerstone of the new Amphithéâtre quarter,
develops a remarkable urban mix bringing
together shops, homes and offices (6 programmes take their place in the superstructure, above the retail space). Muse
offers an exceptional mix of 115 brands
from the worlds of fashion (including
Primark and Uniqlo), design, food and convenience stores, as well as a collection of
artworks created especially for Muse by
great artists. The project’s architecture, by
Jean-Paul Viguier, will favour lively urban
activity with an indoor-outdoor concept
and a succession of vibrant areas.

Surface: 80 000 sqm including
37,000 sqm GLA of retail space,
24,000 sqm of housing space,
10,000 sqm of office space
115 shops and restaurants

Bridgehead of the Muse block, First distinguishes itself thanks to its emblematic architecture, also designed by Jean-Paul Viguier. Positioned on spectacular tripods, veritable steel
trees, First features an elegant glass chequerboard façade, facing the Centre PompidouMetz. Its housing offers a contemporary and well-appointed living environment, whether in
the apartments or in terms of shared services (a guestroom to welcome guests, a gym, an
e-concierge, a shared garden etc.). First enjoys the Apsys touch when it comes to detail and
innovation, applied to housing!
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ICSC Best European Shopping
Centre Award (2018)

Les Rives de l’Orne

CNCC Best Shopping Centre Award in 2014
Procos award for promoter and mixed city living
in 2014

CA

Total surface area: 76,000 sqm of net floor area
(28,000 sqm GLA of retail space, 220 homes,
25,400 sqm of office space, 1 x 100-room hotel)
70 shops and restaurants
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A catalyst for the redevelopment of the station quarter and the Orne
canal, Les Rives de l’Orne is a mixed-use living-space blending shopping, offices, housing and a hotel. A natural extension of the Caen town
centre, designed by the architects Valode & Pistre, les Rives de l’Orne
is made up of a lively central square animated with terraces, and two
shopping arcades. Spread over 28,000 sqm, it welcomes 70 fashion,
beauty and décor brands, as well as leisure and restaurants and a
10-screen cinema. A central square hosts events that have become
unmissable in Caen, like Caen Plage (beach) and À la Caen’Pagne (wordplay with campagne = countryside)…

Posnania
A real concentration of the latest innovations
in terms of retail and lifestyle shopping, since
opening three years ago, Posnania has established itself as an unmissable place of living and
sociability in Poznan. Its consumer experience
is unsurpassed in Poland: architecture with
spectacular volumes, event windows, winter
and summer gardens, digital innovations, 700seater food court including a section dedicated
to families, a plethora of premium services: purchase deliveries, parking assistance, concierge...
arranged by concept, the shopping centre
brings together 300 leading national and international brands. A premium zone, the Crystal
Forum offers 25 luxury stores, including Rolex.
An offering made complete by a 10-screen
cinema and a fitness centre with pool…

Surface: 100,000 sqm GLA
300 shops and restaurants
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Numerous awards including the
ICSC Best European Shopping
Centre Award (2018)
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Manufaktura
A symbol of the city’s development and cultural
heritage, since opening Manufaktura has contributed to the dynamism and attractiveness of Lodz
in Poland. Located in beautifully redeveloped
former factories, Manufaktura has become the
new urban heart of the city: a cultural and experiential place - thanks to its gigantic central square
(3 ha), called Rynek - a leisure area (1 x 15-screen
cinema, 5 museums, 1 bowling alley, 1 disco, sports
facilities and more) - an exceptional shopping location with 250 stores and 50 restaurants, but also
a business centre (12,000 sqm of office space)
and tourism, with a 4-star hotel. The property of
Union Investment Real Estate GmbH since 2012,
Manufaktura is managed by Apsys.

Surface: 126,000 sqm GLA
300 shops and restaurants
A great many awards including the ICSC
Best World Shopping Centre Award (2007)

OUR GROUP

Apsys at a glance
• A player passionate about the city and shopping
• Created in 1996
• Present in France and Poland
• Specialist in complex urban projects and pioneer
in mixed-use developments
• Adept of a «tailor made» approach > each project
is custom-designed!
• Committed to its social and environmental
responsibility
• A family business > agility and long-term vision!
• Real-estate developer > our skills :
designer/ developer, investor, marketer, asset
manager/ administrator
• 25 completed assets, including several major
references: Manufaktura, Beaugrenelle, Posnania,
Muse
• Winner of more than 60 awards (national, international, shopping and urban)
• Our field of action: mixed-used urban developments, shops, hotels, housing, offices

Our ambition
Making Cities Vibe
thanks to
architectural designs
that are both bold and respectful,
generous social spaces,
original mixed programmes,
pollinating initiatives
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DESIGNING THE CITY OF TOMORROW

> Quarters, mixed-use urban polarities, city entrances

Our key figures *
A portfolio of 34 assets under management,
valued at €4.4 billion

400 employees

> Former urban industrial sites, historic locations

ANTICIPATING NEW USES

6 projects under development
A portfolio of 22 assets valued at

BREATHING LIFE BACK INTO JEWELS
OF HERITAGE

€2 billion

> Shopping and customer experience, hospitality,
housing and offices

PRESERVING OUR FUTURES

*A fin octobre 2019

Find out more:
www.apsysgroup.com

*As at end of October 2019

> Social and environmental responsibility, pollination

